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We will be taking a hiatus from the American Water Summit in 2023

Our next major upcoming event will be the Global Water Summit 2024, visit the Global Water Summit site for more information













The American Water Summit is turning into The Water Investment Summit

Read below to find out more or:




Visit the event site







The Pressure is On




Over the next 10 years water security is going to become the biggest global investment theme.

Look at today’s economy: what can you be sure will be something that people will still need in 100 years time? Water is something that we know is going to be important in the future and because of pressures on the water cycle is it going to becoming increasingly important with each year that passes.

There needs to be a huge reorientation of resources to meet this investment need and we are refocusing our American conference offering to bring attention to bear on this enormous opportunity.

The American Water Summit is turning into The Water Investment Summit.










Find out more










WHAT IS THE AMERICAN WATER SUMMIT?




The American Water Summit is the most important event for those who believe that a strong, efficient, and innovative water sector can be a force for positive change in North America. The agenda focuses on identifying opportunities and creating value for all industry stakeholders, whilst providing space for attendees to meet others that share the same vision.

There are three pillars supporting our event, which make the American Water Summit like no other in the crowded conference circuit:










A uniquely global perspective and a deep understanding of the value of water










An authentic agenda that gets to the heart of only the most significant market opportunities










Unrivalled attendance of influential delegates who attend year-on-year, people you won’t find elsewhere











Join us as we explore the technologies, shape the policies, and challenge the mindsets that will help us change the way we think about water. Register your interest today.








AWS

WHERE
LEADERS
MEET

The American Water Summit has established itself as the most important annual meeting point for senior executives working within the North American water sector. The Summit consistently delivers an action and opportunity-led program in tandem with a productive networking forum for executives to meet their peers and future clients.




WHY ATTEND?












OUR SPONSORS




	GOLD SPONSOR













	LUOW FOUNDATION PARTNER

	PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP SPONSOR













	BRONZE SPONSORS
			








	CHARGING STATION SPONSOR

	ROUNDTABLE SPONSOR

	ONE-2-ONE NETWORKING SPONSOR










	SESSION SPONSORS
		








	CONFERENCE PARTNER
	








	EXHIBITORS
	
	
	
	














THE SUMMIT

NUMBERS







150+

SPEAKERS







10+

HOURS OF

NETWORKING










60+

CUSTOMERS

/ CLIENTS







69%

C-SUITE /

SENIOR EXECUTIVES











AWS

OUR CORE VALUES




For over a decade, the American Water Summit has been loyally attended by the most influential senior executives from across the sector despite the crowded nature of the North American water conference circuit. Why? Because unlike other conferences, the American Water Summit adapts year-on-year to focus on action and opportunity in what can at times be a slow-paced market. It pulls together productive networking with an agenda and speakers that represent and drive action, progress, and opportunity.







Action

Not only do we make it our mission to identify the pockets of investment and action in the market, we strive to make the conference actionable for our delegates. This means providing authoritative insight, delivering the right contacts and building communities to drive progress beyond the event.

An investment and opportunity-led program

We focus on projects, their value in terms of opportunity, and getting the people who are making the deals into the room. This isn’t easy, so it’s unlikely that you will find this approach anywhere else. This angle of the event alone gives you access to hard to reach opportunities and contacts.

Delivering long-term value for delegates

post-event, we build communities, produce whitepapers and nurture the networks that we have created, so the value of the conference to our attendees extends far beyond the three-day event.












NETWORKING



The American Water Summit brings together the highest levels of the water sector in North America. Attending this conference will provide you with unrivaled access to thought leaders in both the public and private sectors through interactive sessions, roundtable discussions, and dedicated One-2-One Meetings throughout the conference.




FIND OUT MORE





ONE-2-ONE



Every registered delegate is added to our One-2-One Networking platform, a space where attendees can arrange intimate, face-to-face meetings well in advance of the conference to form new partnerships, strike pivotal deals, or maintain existing relationships. Delegates use this platform to ensure their ROI and shake the hands they need to shake.




LEARN MORE










Social Media



	Twitter
	LinkedIn
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